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EDITORS’ LETTER

Make friends.
Join clubs & societies.

Welcome to the first issue of BULL
for 2015. If you like good writing,
pretty pictures and subtle bovine
puns, you’ve picked up the right
publication.

Buy your ACCESS card at usu.edu.au,
ISL and Manning.

find us on

In addition to our facelift, we’ve
added a few new sections this year.
There’s fiction, comedy and two new
interview sections: Student Spotlight
(where we shine a metaphorical
spotlight – alas, we blew our budget
on this fancy ~street press~ paper
– on a Sydney student doing great
things) and USWho (a quick chat
with an exec from one of the uni’s
many clubs and societies).

This issue Ada Lee and Shannen
Potter address campus sexuality’s
last taboo: virginity. But, if you’re
thinking, “This is BULL, goddamnit!
Where is the sex?” don’t worry,
Whitney Duan is exploring the rise
of the small penis movement on
page 34.

/USUAccess
@USUAccess
@USUAccess

But don’t just let us tell you about it,
turn the page and have a read for
yourself.
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BULL | WHAT’S ON

BULL | GIG GUIDE

MUST SEE:

OWeek Closing
Night Party feat.
Allday

WHAT’S ON

Friday 27 Feb, 2015
7pm, Manning Bar // +18
$20 for ACCESS // $30 for non-ACCESS

For the full calendar of events – head to usu.edu.au and click the calendar.

OWEEK (FEBRUARY )

MON

TUE

WED

24

25

26

27

International OWeek

International OWeek
Welcome To Sydney
Party
Manning Bar, 7pm

OWeek
Back To 1985
Opening Night Party
Manning Bar, 7pm

OWeek
Little Eggs/When Good
Men Do Nothing
Cellar Theatre, 5pm
Wom*n’s Comedy Night
Manning Bar, 7pm

OWeek
Suds In The Quad
The Quad, 1pm
Allday Headlines
Closing Night Party
Manning Bar, 9pm

wk 1 (MARCH )
wk 2 (MARCH )

9

3

4

5

6

Funch
Eastern Avenue, 12-2pm
Chocsoc Chocolate
Masquerade
International Students’
Lounge, 4-6pm

Roller Derby
Intro Session
Peter Forsyth Auditorium,
4-6pm
Subski Sand
& Snow Party
Cargo Bar, 7pm

Between Two Waves
Cellar Theatre, 7:30pm

11
Wednesday Markets
Eastern Avenue, 9-4pm

17

wk 3 (MARCH)

16

10
Sunset Jazz
Hermann’s Bar,
6-8:30pm

23

Between Two Waves
Cellar Theatre, 7:30pm

12

13
Bushwalkers’ Club
Outdoor Gear
Swap n’ Sale
Hermanns Bar Lawns,
5:30-7:30pm

18

19

Interfaculty Touch
Football
The Square, 10am-3pm
Funch
Eastern Avenue, 12-2pm

Songtourage and
The A Cappellians
Manning Bar, 7:30pm

20

24

25

26

27

Sunset Jazz
Hermann’s Bar,
6-8:30pm
Suds Rough Cut Night
Cellar Theatre, 6pm

Wednesday Markets,
Eastern Avenue, 9-4pm
Interfaculty Tennis
SUSAC Tennis Courts,
9am-3pm
A Little Night Music
Everest Theatre, 7:30pm

A Little Night Music
Everest Theatre, 7:30pm

A Little Night Music
Everest Theatre, 7:30pm

10

Monday
$4 Tap Cider
$4 Spirit Happy Hour
4-6pm, Manning Bar
$3.50 House Beer
& Wine Happy Hour
4-6pm, Hermann’s Bar

Sunset Jazz
Hermann’s Bar,
6-8:30pm

Between Two Waves
Cellar Theatre, 7:30pm

EVERY WEEK

FRI

23

2

wk 4 (MARCH )

THU

We’ve got an unbelievable line-up
of Aussie artists locked and loaded
for OWeek’s closing night party.
Dance around like a mad thing to the
sounds of She Rex, Madame Wu and
rising Aussie hip-hop star Allday.
There’s not much time left, you can’t
go back again (or can you?), so make
it count.

Solo Sessions
5-6pm, Manning Bar

C O M I N G U P. . .

$7 Steak Night
6-8pm, Manning Bar

25 FEB Back to 1985 OWeek
Opening Party
27 FEB OWeek Closing feat.
Allday + She Rex
4 MAR Parquet Courts
5 MAR Thundamentals
6 MAR Allniters
7 MAR Tech N9ne
10 MAR 65 Days of Static
11 MAR Hippies vs HipsterS
Party

manningbar.com

#manningbar

/manningbarsydney

@manningbar

Tuesday
Australian
Discussion Group
3-4pm, Level 4
Wentworth Building
$4 Tap Cider
$4 Spirit Happy Hour
4-6pm, Manning Bar
$3.50 House Beer
& Wine Happy Hour
4-6pm, Hermann’s Bar
Trivia
5-6pm, Manning Bar

2 For 1 Schnitty
6-8pm, Manning Bar

Thursday
Theatresports®
1-2pm, Manning Bar
Mixed Tape Bands & DJs
4pm, Hermann’s Bar
Pool Competition
4-6pm, International
Student Lounge
$4 Tap Cider
$4 Spirit Happy Hour
4-6pm, Manning Bar

50c Wings
6-8pm, Manning Bar

$3.50 House Beer
& Wine Happy Hour
4-6pm, Hermann’s Bar

Sunset Jazz
Hermann’s Bar, 6-8:30pm

$3 Tacos
6-8pm, Manning Bar

Wednesday

Friday

Funch
Eastern Avenue, 12-2pm

DJs
4-7pm, Hermann’s Bar

Top Of The Food Chain
1-2pm, Manning Bar

$4 Tap Cider
$4 Spirit Happy Hour
4-6pm, Manning Bar

$4 Tap Cider
$4 Spirit Happy Hour
4-6pm, Manning Bar
$3.50 House Beer
& Wine Happy Hour
4-6pm, Hermann’s Bar

11

Debating Regionals
5.15pm, alternating venues

$3.50 House Beer
& Wine Happy Hour
4-6pm, Hermann’s Bar
Free Topping Friday
All Day, Manning Bar

BULL | FEATURE

Welcome
To Sydney

Food to trick
white people
WORDS BY Damien Choy
Images BY Alexandra Moore

ParTy

7PM tuesday 24 February

FREE ENTRY & FOOD
PassPort required 18+

MANNING BAR

Something happened at dinner the other night.
I had agreed to meet with a friend at a cheap,
unassuming pan-Asian restaurant in the city. In
my eternal charity, I made a feint gesture that I
am really not the most critical eater of East-Asian
cuisine (even though I was born into a 40-year
legacy of Australian Chinese restaurants), and
that I don’t hold any and all unavoidably terrible
culinary choices against my friends like tallies on
a prison wall.
For a while, I succeeded at dancing the social tango of
nodding and smiling until the conversation hit a lull and
my companion could not help herself.

SPONSORED BY:

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

“Shit, these are probably the best dumplings I’ve ever had
in Sydney.”

usu.edu.au

She was a dead white girl walking.

/USUAccess
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Glancing down at the oily, rubber-like buns filled with
mystery meat, the vision of those innocuous $4 dumplings
were an emetic of ancestral rage.
I could no longer pretend that any other of the absurdly
expensive ‘Chinese’ restaurants frequented by self-declared
foodies could stand on its toes and reach average. I certainly
could not pretend that any dish peppered with enough
five-spice powder and chilli is even vaguely Chinese. Nor
could I ignore any longer that my father hasn’t been the
same since he had a mini-stroke trying to watch sweet,
saint-like Kylie Kwong boil a chicken whole, disguising its
inevitable blandness by heaping on chilli sauce.

hungrier for what they consider to be ‘foreign’ cuisine,
to become sophisticated and judicious in palate. However,
many Chinese restaurants are unwilling to play ball,
and are struggling to provide what diners want while
maintaining their authenticity.
Jason says “every minute there’s a clueless waiter doing
the opening service” at an old-school Chinese restaurant.
“With Cantonese staff, our debilitating fault is… Say with
a chow mein, customers may ask, ‘Which one’s good?’ and
the waiter will snap with, ‘Look at the menu.’ You think
people are illiterate and can’t read? They [staff ] don’t
know how to recommend.”

I could no longer pretend that ‘aak gwai lo’, which
translates to “food to trick foreigners [white people]”,
is legitimate Chinese cuisine.
*

*

*

It seems that dishes created on the basis of prejudice were
a glass house waiting to shatter. Most traditional Chinese
restaurants have failed to recognise the way the weight
of the industry is shifting in favour of slick, ‘fast foodlike’ service, where the patience and time to prepare food
exponentially dwindles.

In the 1970s, many imported Chinese chefs came to
Australia and worked 80-hour weeks in a strange, new
land that housed a crew of locals who were unadventurous
when it came to their food. While food in Hong Kong
and China used only the freshest ingredients and was
inspired by a love of eating all parts of all animals,
Chinese chefs like Jason [surname withheld] observed
huge disparities between this attitude and the eating
culture in Australia.

At the opposite end of the spectrum, Western celebrity
chefs have noticed the demand for Asian food and
capitalised on it through restaurants. Opulent fine-dining
venues such as Merivale’s Mr. Wong and Neil Perry’s
Spice Temple heavily focus on the modern social scene of
dining, pouring resources into interior decorators, wine
curators and recruiting talent.

“Foreigners, the flavours they like are a little overpowering,
stronger,” he says. “We [Cantonese] like to eat things that
swim: seafood, drink clear broth. Western people like
eating meat; heavy flavours.”

Lemon chicken, salt and pepper duck,
Mongolian lamb, chicken and sweet corn
soup: these all became the in-joke dishes
of the Chinese restaurant industry.

But why aren’t the fresh kitchen talent hired by these
intuitive and marketing-savvy “foreigners” producing
authentic Chinese cuisine? Jason says the anti-social
personalities of the older Cantonese chefs have already
eroded a lot of knowledge about the cuisine, keeping it
out of reach from younger generations.

Jason notes that foreigners did eat some kind of seafood,
but it had to be “stuff where every mouthful is meat”. If the
only mainstream idea of eating fish was frozen, filleted
and killed months earlier, a live fish steamed whole with
the skin on would have made people’s heads explode.
As such, the food at the local Chinese restaurant, as
beloved as it is in Australia’s gastronomic pantheon, was
dumbed down from its traditional flavour. New dishes
were created to please the Australian palate.

“They just can’t learn everything. It’s illegible now. The
stuff they do learn, it’s not bad… it’s just not ours.”
What is eventually lost are the traditions and rituals of
Chinese culture that have been passed down for centuries
to chefs like Jason, who dedicate their whole life honing
and safeguarding these skills.

Lemon chicken, salt and pepper duck, Mongolian lamb,
chicken and sweet corn soup: these all became the injoke dishes of the Chinese restaurant industry. These ‘aak
gwai lo’ were inedible, unintelligible slop that warded
away those in the know and was fetishised by enthusiastic
Australians willing to pay.

Interestingly, the slim sliver of a chance that these chefs
can continue is dependent on adopting the attitudes put
forward by the former “foreign” idols of scorn.
“It’s not that there’s no business in Chinese food, it’s just
that we’re too regressive,” Jason says. “People don’t want
to change. The people who are in the business hold onto
things and refuse to let go.”

Forty years later, these foods are still on the menu, and
the conspiratorial prejudice against foreigners persists.
Yet, it is harder to laugh.
Encouraged by the fruits of globalisation and sexy,
kitchen television programming, middle Australia is now

14

As signal of change, Jason is adamant to shift the phrase
which describes those dumplings I had at dinner the
other night from “food to trick white people” to “food that
white people like”.
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BULL | INTERVIEW

TONY JONES
WORDS BY BErnadette Anvia
The sound of a car horn suddenly blasts through
the earpiece of the phone, its obnoxiously loud blare
drowning out all other sounds. A laughing Tony Jones
apologises for interrupting the interview, but as he
explains, a truck had just moved into his lane “rather
precariously” and needed to be dealt with.
It’s an image of Jones far removed from the cool and calm
demeanor exuded as host of the ABC’s Lateline and Q&A.
As one of Australia’s most preeminent journalists, Jones
has spent over 30 years in the media industry asking the
hard-hitting questions and grilling leading national and
international figures.

“People [want] to see their politicians put under pressure
by the public, and not necessarily mediated by journalists.”
Popular as the show has become, Jones has not been
immune to criticism for his hosting methods, with
both sides of politics accusing Jones of favouring their
opposition.

But, a reversal of roles finds Jones to be as comfortable
answering questions as he is asking them.
Jones laughingly recounts how he first became interested
in journalism during his student days at the University
of Sydney. Jones cites Francis James as his inspiration, a
famous Australian journalist imprisoned by the Chinese
government in 1969 on the belief that he was a spy, who
came to speak at St Paul’s college.

Last year, Jones was condemned for his handling of the
student protestors who chanted against the proposed
university deregulation on the night the Minister for
Education, Christopher Pyne, was a guest on the panel.
An article written by Bronwen Clune and published by
The Guardian claimed Jones “stifled” student protesters
on that night, and slammed Jones for being a “white
middle-aged man protecting the white middle-aged
man’s idea of what does, and what does not, constitute
“intelligent debate”.

“He told the story of his life and the story of his journalism
and what had happened to him,” says Jones.
“And I thought: this guy is fascinating, who wouldn’t want
to have a life like that? Apart from the time that was spent
in solitary confinement [laughs].”

Jones is, above all else, as eager to listen and to address
criticism, as he is praise.

Following in James’ footsteps, Jones became a foreign
correspondent and covered some of the biggest stories in
modern history – including the collapse of communism
across Europe following the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989.

CITY STUDENTS GET MORE
Great Discounts on:

STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD

WIN A
MACBOO
K
AIR

Register
for y
chance to our
win

Food

Parking

Shopping

“The idea that we were ‘stifling’ debate is just absurd,”
says Jones.
“In the course of the big public debate, making arguments
is a hell of a lot stronger than unfurling banners. To my
mind, they should have stuck with that process. We had
this access available for them to really cross-examine the
minister – it can be heated cross-examination, that’s fine.”

Arguably, however, it has been Jones’ hosting of Q&A –
which was established in 2008 by Peter McEvoy (the
executive producer) and Jones – that has turned Jones
into a well-known media personality across the nation.
Jones admits he never expected that the popularity of
the show would be so intense, and its reach so wide. But
its popularity, Jones recognises, stems from Australians’
increased disenchantment with politicians and the media.

Despite the criticism, Jones is confident in how the show
is run.
“What I would say is that on the one hand you have
someone arguing from what I would say a strong leftist
perspective that the program is basically a conservative
program run by a middle-aged white guy for the benefit
of most white people, and then on the other hand you’ve
got the other side of politics saying that we are running a
leftist agenda,” says Jones.

“The greatest advantage of Q&A is that it gives anyone the
chance to have their voices heard; to get directly involved
in public debates by cross-examining people including
ministers and even Prime Ministers,” says Jones.

Free Wifi
Sign up now at marketcity.com.au
/marketcity
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“So, we must be doing something right, because both
extremes of politics are annoyed by us.”
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BULL | FEATURE

The
Piracy
Plank

BULL | FEATURE

This trend isn’t merely a product of the miserly or ‘budget
conscious’ minds of young Australians – the success of
music streaming services like Pandora and Spotify have
proved otherwise.
Instead, it is precisely the fact that these young Australians
are ‘digital natives’ that has allowed for this trend of
piracy to continue shooting in an upwards trajectory.
That there are no proper systems or tools of deterrence is
no justification for her actions, Natasha contends, but she
realises that she and other students alike feel emboldened
by this ease of access. Natasha personally has never
had her WiFi access restricted as a result of her illegal
downloading, nor has she had a warning notice from the
university’s ICT department to discontinue her actions.

boast an average of 12 episodes per season, and Natasha’s
sure to find herself in hot water when she receives the
next bill from her Internet service provider.

Words by Mariah Klay

It’s been a little over 15 minutes since we started,
but we’re both still fixated by the incremental blue
line on the graph, tracing it with our eyes as it
climbs higher and higher. With a few spikes here
and some troughs there, it resembles a seismograph
more than anything else, but my subject is no
geographer. Her interests are vested in the high
seas – the digital high seas, to be clear. She’s no less
a pirate than Blackbeard or Captain Jack Sparrow,
but her plunder doesn’t consist of gold, jewels
or rum.
“Most of the shows I download are from HBO in the States
– they’ve got the best shows, and you can only watch them
here if you’ve got Foxtel. There are also the Netflix series
like Orange is the New Black and House of Cards, but the
shows from other American networks like CBS and NBC
are already played on free-to-air TV here, so I don’t tend to
bother with them so much.”
Sitting in the bedroom of her north-west Sydney home,
Natasha* and I look back at the screen of her MacBook
Pro. The program informs us that the download is
complete, the uTorrent icon jumping up and down on the
MacBook’s dock in pure ecstasy – Natasha looks like she
might do the same.
She opens the torrent file to reveal an almost-perfect
quality episode from the hugely popular TV series Girls.
With Foxtel, it would cost Natasha at least $50 a month to
gain access to Showcase, the channel that owns exclusive
rights to Girls in Australia, as well as an additional $150
for installation and the equipment. Torrenting Girls
only costs Natasha 20 minutes of her time, less than 500
megabytes of data and a smidge of RAM on her laptop.

Today, however, is an exception. Natasha’s proclivity
for piracy isn’t purely a domestic pastime. Instead, she
usually takes her five-finger discount for content a step
further by using the University of Sydney’s WiFi to torrent
the content she has an insatiable thirst for.
The sheer accessibility of file-sharing sites such as
KickAssTorrents.com and torrentz.eu has exponentially
broadened the opportunities for students to engage in
piracy using the University’s WiFi network. There are
no Internet filters in place to block access to such sites,
neither are there any restrictions for installing the peerto-peer software that’s used to illegally upload, download
and seed torrent files.

This couldn’t be more different to the stance taken by
our eastern counterparts at the University of NSW.
In November of last year, the university began fining
students who were found illegally downloading copyright
infringing material with the university’s WiFi network.
Within two days the university had sent out 238 fines
worth over $100,000.
There have since been concerns raised over the efficacy
and legitimacy of such practices, namely that the money
raised goes into a fund for students amenities rather
than to the copyright holders themselves, and other
universities have hesitated to follow in their lead.

It’s thanks to the university’s ‘generosity’ that Natasha now
has a digital library of more than 200 individual media
files. While she contends that only about one-third of the
collection was downloaded on university grounds, there’s
no denying that it’s an impressive collection. The Blacklist,
Breaking Bad and Revenge all make appearances, along
with a string of classics and even some shows that haven’t
even made it on Australian television yet.

A spokesperson from the University of Sydney’s IT
department said the university will continue to uphold
the regulations of its ICT Policy, which says that any
user’s access to the university’s WiFi may be withdrawn
or limited if the Internet is used to download content
illegally. It also states that any fines would be paid to the
copyright holder, not to the university itself – a marked
difference from the practices of the University of NSW.
Whether the university will follow the government’s lead
and begin to more forcefully strike down the metaphorical
sledgehammer on piracy and copyright infringement is
another question entirely.

“Channel 7’s really been spruiking How To Get Away With
Murder over the past month, but it’s already halfway
through the first season in America. That’s the problem
with Australian networks. The shows on free-to-air
channels are delayed – sometimes even by a year – and
Foxtel is so expensive. For university students especially,
it’s no wonder we’re downloading and streaming it all.”
In fact, it’s becoming increasingly commonplace for
young Australians to engage in piracy. Back in 2013, the
Australasian Performing Right Association found that
one in five Australians engaged in illegal downloading
or streaming, the majority of whom were identified as
being university-educated males under the age of 30.

But with the return of hugely popular shows such as
Game of Thrones, Once Upon a Time and Supernatural
all set to coincide with the commencement of Semester
One, Natasha admits that she’ll have to take more care to
not fall off the dangerously unsteady piracy plank she’s
currently walking on.
“More people know about torrenting, and it doesn’t
look like Netflix or I’m sure the University [of Sydney]
will begin to take a more serious look into it and crack
down on it more. I know what I’m doing is legally and
ethically wrong, but making it so easy to pirate at uni has
sometimes made me think otherwise.”

As a once-off price, that’s not too bad at all. But one season
of Girls consists of 10 episodes – that’s five gigabytes of
broadband data a year to stay up to date with this series
alone. Throw in a handful of other shows, most of which

* Name has been changed
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BULL | THE TIME I TRIED...

GETTING CATTY
ON TINDER

tuesday

$7 steak

trivia 5-6pm

6-8pm

WORDS BY EMILY SHEN

50c wings
6-8pm

solo sessions
5-6pm

– thursday –

wednesday

theatresports®

top of the
food chain 1-2pm

$3 tacos
6-8pm

. . . weekdays . . .

friday

happy hour 4-6pm

free
toppings

$4

all day

Visually based, the app is flooded with Shirtless Gym
Selfies and Classic Gap Year Pics, with even a few catfish*
here and there. However, one demographic is sorely
underrepresented – the humble household kitty. Armed
solely with photos of my friend’s lovely cat (fittingly
named Kitty), I set out on a noble quest in search of fellow
felines, to prove that love and friendship isn’t just for the
cool cats.

M atch 1 : Blonde, likes adventures and animals if his
pictures are anything to go by. Also, 37. Kitty’s just hit her
prime at three years, so to be honest, I’m a little concerned
about the age difference.

1-2pm

2 for 1 schnitty 6-8pm

Much like a newer version of Chat Roulette, Tinder
is a neat little app designed to bring together two
pseudo-strangers for the purposes of small talk, photo
sharing and maybe even a little more.

house spirits
tap cider

M atch 2 : Mason, 24. He’s Canadian and more than a little
baffled. “I’ve never met anyone without a real photo lol,”
he says. “I’m kind of confused.”
M atch 5 :

I’m surprised it’s taken this long, but someone
else has decided to get a little more personal. “I want
to destroy your –” ahem, kitty. I’m pretty sure this is
threatening some kind of animal cruelty – someone call
the RSPCA.

M atch 10 :

He seems pretty interested in discussing cat
breeds, and as a proud dog owner myself, I’m having to
do some sneaky googling. The conversation ends when I
realise I don’t know if we’re discussing Hairless Sphynxes
or waxing preferences...

M atch 21 : This is it. This is what I’ve come here for. Dean
is 26. He’s white, solidly built, and has piercing blue eyes.
He’s also a husky. My Tinder equivalent. Swoon.
It’s been a wild journey, but I think I’ve finally managed to
find Kitty the one. In just 21 swipes, I’ve suffered through
awkward small talk, some truly inspired pickup lines, and
even a few who just weren’t feline the puns. Men can be
real dogs, sometimes quite literally, but I’m sensing that
Dean here could be Kitty’s purr-fect match.

M atch 12 :

A surfer with not a lot more on his profile,
but we manage some solid banter. “Wait. Are you a dude
or a girl?” he abruptly asks, that being his only apparent
concern. Who knew “no homo” was short for “no homo
sapiens”?

So before you go and join eHarmony, I’d recommend
downloading Tinder and giving it a shot. Go on, don’t be a
pussy – or rather, in my case, do.

M atch 1 7: “I’ve never tried to tune a cat.”

*catfish: a bottom-dwelling, freshwater fish with whiskers Also, an
internet-dwelling, fictional persona that sometimes comes with

/manningbarsydney

@manningbar

whiskers.

/manningbar

no further discounts apply for access members
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The
Virginity
Taboo

A bowl of condoms is handed to first year students
at law camp. “If you’re going to have sex, be safe,”
they’re told. Everyone giggles and makes a dirty
sex joke. Yet no one has sex that night. And many
never have.

WORDS BY Ada Lee & Shannen Potter
IMAGES BY ALEXANDRA MOORE

Virginity: more taboo than anal sex, pornography or
masturbation. For some, virginity is a flower to be
treasured. For others, it’s something to get rid of.
From the USU’s Radical Sex and Consent Day to the
family planning booklets that pop up on campus, sex
is commonly on the agenda at university. Hollywood
movies like American Pie and The 40 Year-Old Virgin tell
us it’s unusual to still be a virgin by the time you finish
high school.
One quarter of Australian Year 10 students have had sex,
according to a national survey by the Australian Research
Centre in Sex, Health and Society1. That figure jumps to
a third of Year 11 students, and half of Year 12 students.
The report finds around 70 per cent of people aged 16-29
years are sexually active, and that people are now having
sex at a younger age and with more partners than their
parents did.
Jess * , is a 21-year-old heterosexual virgin. To her, having
sex for the first time will be a big deal. Jess is not religious,
instead describing herself as a romantic idealist who sees
sex as an emotional and intimate act that you only share
with someone you’re in a committed relationship with.
But coming to university has challenged her idealism.
“I literally thought that people wait ‘til marriage to have
sex, until maybe a few years ago when I started to hit year
12 and uni and realised that actually, people sleep with
the person after meeting them for one night,” she says.
“So more and more I’m realising my vision of love and
sex and all of that is probably a little bit out-dated, or it’s
a very idealistic version that isn’t quite realistic or true to
modern society.”
Jess says there is a dichotomous pressure on women to
keep their virginity but also to lose it. Women are expected
to remain “pure” virgins or risk being deemed a slut, but
popular culture also enforces expectations that women be
“sexy, desirable, available and not prudish, and ready to
have sex with someone.”
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“For women to feel desirable, they increasingly need to be
intimate with men because it’s all about men and what
men find attractive. It can’t just be about women being
attractive in their own right,” Jess says.
Jewell believes the dictionary’s emphasis on penetration
and male ejaculation is a social construct that does not
apply universally. “Men just think lesbian sex is girls
wearing strap-ons. It’s still a very male dominated idea
of penetration.”

Sometimes, Jess’ lack of sexual experience affects her
approach to dating. “If you really believe that most guys
our age have already slept with someone then you can’t
help but feel at the back of your mind: well what’s going
to happen when he finds out that I’m a virgin? Maybe he
won’t want that kind of baggage.”
Ultimately, a woman should be
able to choose how she treats her
virginity without being confined by
societal expectations to lose or keep
it, she says.

“At a certain age of being a man, you
can feel fairly worthless as a virgin.”
– Oliver *, 21, music student.

Bisexual media student Claire Jewell,
22, leans more towards having casual
sex. “Once you get into the adult world or university life,
virginity is a little less spoken about. It’s sort of assumed
that you’re not a virgin,” she says.

Despite growing up in a Christian household that
advocated saving sex for marriage, Jewell disagrees with
expectations that women remain pure. “This whole purity
bullshit around [virginity], I think is ridiculous,” she says.
“No one really gives a fuck about a boy losing his virginity.”

Jewell first had sex at the age of 18 with a man she was
not in a committed relationship with. “To be honest, the
actual act was kind of forgettable. It didn’t hurt. I didn’t
feel sad afterwards,” she says.

It’s uncertain why a female’s virginity has historically been
held with higher regard than a man’s. Historian Hanne
Blank suggested on SBS Insight the disproportionate
emphasis on female purity may stem from the need to
identify the father of a child. “If you’ve prohibited sexual
access to that woman by anybody else but one man, then
you know who the father of that child is.”

However, having sex with a woman for the first time
when she was 22 felt more significant even though she’d
already slept with several men. “It was the quintessential
experience of virginity that I didn’t have with a boy. Like
you start becoming super attracted to them and start
getting some sort of attachment emotionally,” she says.

Nowadays, women who retain their virginity do so for a
variety of cultural, religious and personal reasons. Author
Kate Monro draws on hundreds of interviews with people
about their first time having sex in her book The First
Time: True Tales of Virginity. She writes, “The loss of a
woman’s virginity can still cost her at best her reputation
and at the very worst her life. Even now, women are being
brutalised for ‘losing’ something that is almost impossible
to quantify or define.”

For the queer community, heteronormative definitions of
virginity and sex are rife with problems.
The Oxford Dictionary defines sexual intercourse
as “sexual contact between individuals involving
penetration, especially the insertion of a man’s erect penis
into a woman’s vagina, typically culminating in orgasm
and the ejaculation of semen.”
But lesbian sex, for example, does not fit within this
definition. Under the heteronormative definition then,
sexually active lesbians would still be classified as virgins.
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For men, while the pressure to remain pure is significantly
lower than it is for women, the pressure to lose their
virginity seems much higher.
“At a certain age of being a man, you can feel fairly
worthless as a virgin,” music student Oliver*, 21, says. “It
relates back to that whole perception of the ‘basement
dwelling virgin creep’.”
with virginity is complicated. “I feel that heteronormative
penis-in-vagina sex doesn’t define me,” he says. Yet he
feels many people consider him to be a virgin because he
has yet to engage in this act.

Though he’s bisexual, Oliver says he feels the strongest
pressure to be sexually active with a woman. Friends
played a big role fostering this attitude by engaging in
sexualised talk in the playground. The immense pressure

Many of Oliver’s beliefs regarding virginity were formed
during childhood, in which there was little informed
discussion surrounding sex and sexuality. Oliver grew up
in a religious household and didn’t learn about sex from
parents or teachers, instead turning to films and television
for sexual education. “I was only really exposed to [sex] in
movies,” he says. “I didn’t really understand and thought
sex was a man and a woman being naked together and
doing something.”

Oliver believes many men feel to lose their virginity and
have sex “causes me to be dishonest in the way I talk about
myself sexually,” he says. “Friends made many rude jokes
and innuendos and I didn’t really see the value in it or
get it; I guess [this is] somewhat because of my sexuality.”
Oliver classifies himself as a virgin because he’s never had
penetrative sex – even though he has had some sexual
experiences with both men and women. His relationship

“What’s going to happen when he finds out
that I’m a virgin? Maybe he won’t want that
kind of baggage.” – Jess *, 21, law student.

Differing to the other male
students BULL interviewed,
the desire to lose his virginity
does not exist for James*.
The 21-year-old psychology
student identifies as an
aromantic asexual, meaning
he does not experience
romantic or sexual attraction.

Despite being aware of the sex culture at university, James
chooses not to partake in it. “It’s not because I’m afraid
to or because I’ve commanded myself to be celibate,” he
says. “It’s almost like an innate distaste [towards sex],
almost the same as just not liking a particular flavour of
something.”
To James, a person’s attractiveness is purely a theoretical
assessment based on Western constructed standards, and
sex is an entirely biological act. “I can only look at it from
afar, from a distance as a whole and all I see is the physical
act,” he says.

However, this can sometimes be a barrier in conversations
with friends who talk about their sexual experiences. He,
too, fleetingly feels the pressure to lose his virginity in
order to belong. “I understand what they’re talking about
but I just can’t relate to it. It’s very frustrating at times,”
James says. “And sometimes, I just think: wouldn’t it be
nice if I could just get it over and done with? But then I
think, no that would be detrimental...possibly damaging
because I’d be forcing myself to do something that I don’t
want to do.”
No one should feel ashamed for where they sit on the
spectrum of sexual experiences – yet some admittedly do.
“I see it as a personal thing,” Jess says. “And if people say,
‘well I should be able to have sex and people not judge
me for it’ then I would say, ‘well I should be able to not
have sex and people not judge me for it’. I don’t have to be
incredibly religious to want to be a virgin or I don’t have
to be really old-fashioned or elitist.”
Jess believes people shouldn’t feel the need to compare
sexual milestones based on social expectations. “Why is
sleeping with someone seen as a measure of who you are
or your value?”
1

Face the Facts Briefing, 2014.

Young Australians and Sexual Health. Vol 1, No. 5
*Names have been changed

As a result, “virginity is not relevant to me”, he says. “It’s
not [a big deal] because I treat having sex virtually as any
other kind of behaviour that I haven’t done. It’s pretty
much the same as ‘oh I haven’t been to America’.”
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CHEAP UNI
EATS
WORDS & IMAGE BY Louisa Studman
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Elvis
is in the
building

Eating anything on campus is a risky proposition, and
the potential pitfalls are magnified when you factor in
a low budget. Financially barred from the delights of a
classic Manning schnitty or a decadent Taste smoothie and
baguette combo, it might seem like there’s nowhere else
to turn.

Parkes Elvis Festival
7-11 January 2015

If you don’t have the time or energy to trek to Newtown
or Glebe, you may need to reevaluate the urgency of the
situation. Persevering with an on campus feed? Here are your
best bets.

So you’re a regular at Field Day, an expert at Falls

Parma, usually the domain of the well-funded, hosts a daily
wrap, sandwich, or bacon and egg roll special that nets you
a quality meal for an even $5. If you don’t fancy any of the
specials but still want to keep up appearances by eating here,
the pizza is $4 all week.
The holy grail of cheap uni eats is Uni Bros in the Wentworth
food court. Their pide is possibly the best meal on campus,
a gloriously cheesy, carby Turkish flatbread that’ll keep you
full for the rest of the day ($4.50 or $4 ACCESS). Choose from
a wide variety of fillings, keeping in mind the spinach and
cheese is culinary heaven, or go for the pizza ($4 or $3 with
ACCESS), thick and doughy as opposed to Parma’s thin crust.
If you find yourself way down the bottom of campus, Ralph’s
serves up delicious Italian fare. Both their pasta Napolitana
($5) and homemade sausage roll ($3.5) come in under budget.
Ralph’s may just be the one redeeming factor in a timetable
that necessitates weekly trips to Bosch. If you know you’ll be a
regular, it’s worth liking them on Facebook to keep up to date
with specials, attainable when you utter the ever-changing
magic words.
Priced out of Manning Bar, nearly nothing edible can be
found on the other floors of Manning House under $5, except
at Lettucehead, where the chicken schnitzel salad comes
with at least $5 worth of mayonnaise.
Only have a gold coin to your name? Quality be damned. Most
days of the week around midday, you’ll find a sausage sizzle
going on Eastern Avenue where you can trade that shrapnel
in for a Coles budget range sausage in a slice of tomato-saucedoused white bread. Scarf it down and reconsider your New
Year’s resolution to pack lunches with a renewed appreciation
for the consequences of your failure.
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Festival, and a connoisseur at Splendour in the Grass.
You’ve seen, danced, and ingested it all. Now you’re
hungry to challenge a new frontier of festival-going
that will take your butt-cheek denim shorts, low cut
singlet and awkward flower crown to new heights.
Well, search no more, because boy do I have a find for
you. There’s music, dancing, sweating, absurd quantities
of alcohol, and that irreplaceable rural Australian
sensibility that makes it perfectly ok to piss in a sink in
front of other people.
But even better than all of that, there’s Elvis. And lots of him.

the southern hemisphere. Other than a restaurant called
Gracelands where the councillor stashed his memorabilia
collection, Parkes had no connection to Elvis whatsoever.

If you’re a true festival junkie at heart, and ready for
the time of your life, the Parkes Elvis Festival is the new
pilgrimage on the calendar. And by pilgrimage, I mean
it – the fervour of the knocking knees, swinging hips,
and the pseudo-religious wailing of Jailhouse Rock in the
streets gives the otherwise sleepy rural town, for just one
week of the year, an almost sacred aura.

But that was then. Now, there’s an official Elvis museum,
hotels booked out a year in advance, a funky ‘Elvis Train’
from Sydney, 20,000 festival goers, and – my personal
favourite – a spoof Elvis impersonator who’s named
himself ‘Crap Elvis’.

Thousands of diehard fans come dressed in Elvis
costumes adorned with kitsch wigs and naff glasses.
It’s so bad, it’s marvellous.

Parkes is now officially on the world radar of Elvis events,
but it is unlike other Elvis festivals steeped in American
nostalgia. Everywhere we went, we were bowled over by
country kindness and gladdened by the beautiful joie de
vivre of one small town that said fuck it, let’s get dressed up.

Between the public Elvis dance-alike, look-alike, and
sound-alike competitions, the whole community comes
alive from its summer stupor and blooms with the season.
With life-size Elvis cut-outs sprouting in café windows,
‘Elvis Menus’ germinating in restaurants, and the wigglasses combo grafted mysteriously onto shop staff
foreheads, the township is a spectacle unto itself.
The Elvis Festival was inaugurated 23 years ago by a fan of
the King who, once he found himself elected to the local
council, established the biggest celebration of its kind in
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Cultural
Hubs of
Western
Sydney

Sydney’s Western suburbs are often on the receiving
end of a number of harsh stereotypes. A region
perceived to be fraught with crime and disadvantage,
the cultural attractions of the Western suburbs
have long been overlooked in favour of the CBD’s
cultural offerings.
Making up over 30 per cent of the state’s total population,
the West is the fastest growing region of the Greater
Sydney area, and is pinned by the NSW Business Chamber
to outgrow the Eastern suburbs by 2021.

Throw
Like a Girl

Words by Lucinda Starr
IMAGE by SYDNEY FESTIVAL

Venture outside the well-trodden galleries and theatres
of the city CBD, and you’ll uncover growing networks
of artists, dancers and actors all making their mark on
the creative world. From Blacktown to the banks of the
Parramatta River, we’ve selected five of the best cultural
landmarks well worth a visit.

WORDS & IMAGE by Lucy Heath
She sees the ball. Davey runs towards the other player,

As a woman in a male-dominated sport, Davey’s safety,
appearance and sexuality are constantly called into question.

her feet digging into the mud. There’s a roaring in her
ears, an ache in her legs, and a fire in her stomach. She

When telling people she plays rugby, Davey says their
first reaction is usually one of concern. Then the standard
questions follow: Is it full contact? Yep. Do you play by the
same rules as the boys? You bet.

dives forward, and tackles her opponent to the ground.
In 1991, while Wallabies captain Nick Farr-Jones led his
men in gold towards victory at the Rugby World Cup in
London, women’s rugby was only just getting started.
An inaugural Women’s Rugby World Cup was hosted
in Cardiff in 1991, but the International Rugby Board
(IRB) did not endorse the event as official until 2009.
The Australian team, the Wallaroos, first joined the
tournament in 1998.

In sport, women are often scrutinised on beauty rather
than athleticism, Davey says. People often comment on
Davey’s physical appearance. “If you say you play rugby,
people are like ‘Oh, you don’t look like you play rugby.’
People have a lot of preconceived ideas about what female
rugby players will look like… it’s pretty much that you’re
not girly or feminine.”

Kim Davey is a second year education student who has
played rugby union since she was 16 years old. Davey
first joined full contact rugby in the UK, and now plays
fullback for the Sydney Uni Women’s Rugby 7s.

“Are you a lesbian?” It’s the question most commonly
asked of female rugby players. “For me, playing rugby
has absolutely nothing to do with sexuality,” Davey
says. “It’s these sorts of stereotypes that don’t need to be
perpetuated. Times are changing… All types of girls play
now, whether they be gay or straight.”

Davey has had her foot broken, an ankle dislocated, and
torn a hamstring.
But this hasn’t discouraged her from playing. The
physicality of the sport does not intimidate her despite
her relatively small size. “I have to be technically better,”
she says in reference to bigger players. “I’m not afraid to
take someone on.”

The end goal is being recognised not for sexuality, but for
skill. “You look at the women who play [rugby] and they’re
athletes.” As for those who mock the players or stand in
their way, Davey says the key is to “graciously win them
over” by being good at the game they play.
Rugby is for any woman who wants to find an incredible
kind of strength within herself.
Throw like a girl? That’s a compliment.
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C asula P owerhouse A rts C entre

A venue bursting
with life and colour, Casula’s Powerhouse brings together
contemporary performance and art. With year-round
exhibitions in all of their six galleries, plus frequent visits
from the country’s best touring theatre companies, you’re
bound to stumble across something incredible. Head over
to see ‘Mind the Gap,’ a collaborative display of innovative
design using the medium of model train landscapes.

Information and C ultural E xchange (IC E)

With
30 years in the business, ICE engages in everything
from professional artist development to interactive
film workshops. The team ensures residents access the
best their region has to offer. During this year’s Sydney
Festival, ICE took the West back to Parramatta’s glittering,
hip-swinging days with their month-long ‘Disco Dome’,
an after dark psychedelic celebration of architectural
tours and thumping 70s tracks.

Blacktown A rts C entre Renowned as a rich melting
pot of diversity, Blacktown’s Arts Centre strives to shine
a spotlight on emerging artistic talent from local areas
and overseas. Showcasing stunning interdisciplinary
creations, see the site for yourself with the Doug Moran
National Portrait Prize, returning late February.
F OR M D ance P rojects Shimmying and shaking across
stages for the past 15 years, these daring dancers have
leapt their way to success with a string of highly successful
seasons. Their most recent venture, Puncture, is a display
of strength and agility, backed up by a tender story
of affection, intimacy and the human touch. With
incredible shows for 2015 already in the works, head
to Parramatta’s Riverside Theatre to see this incredible
company for yourself.

U rban T heatre P rojects

Taking the road less travelled,
this team of actors, writers and directors are hitting the
big issues head on. In collaboration with external nonactor experts, these productions tackle topical issues and
themes rarely explored before, such as the struggles of
youth living off welfare, and issues of human trafficking
in some of Africa’s sporting scene. Brimming with
professional and emerging talents, expect shows raw with
unassuming yet utterly incredible creativity.
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· New & pre-loved treasures ·
· Fashion · Art & design ·
· Fitness & healthy living ·
· Student essentials ·

Eastvs.
West:

March 11, 25 / April 15, 29 / May 13, 27

Sydney’s
A-League
Battle

Stall bookings and enquiries: 9563 6000 markets@usu.edu.au usu.edu.au/markets

WordS BY Rammy Sader
IMAGES BY MIKE MCCOY
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The Sydney Derby, a regular A-League match
played tri-annually between the Western Sydney
Wanderers and Sydney FC, is one of the most
captivating sporting events to have emerged
in the Australian sporting world over the last
few years.

BULL | FEATURE

“No one expected
the Wanderers
to succeed
immediately.”

It can be described as a geographical soccer battle between
two culturally distinct regions of Sydney that first began
in October 2012. In the three years since its establishment,
the Sydney Derby has grown to become an event with
immense significance and symbolism.

According to Foster, the Wanderers were launched with
“the clearest understanding of the identity of the region
and the identity of the club.” The establishment of the
Wanderers catered to Western Sydney’s deep-rooted love
for soccer, as driven by the vibrant migrant culture of
the region.

Geographical and cultural tensions in sport are nothing
new. In every city, a fan’s love for their own team is only
ever equalled by their hatred of another. In Sydney, there
is no other sporting event which shines a spotlight on this
divide that has long created tensions between residents of
Western Sydney and the Eastern Suburbs.

Foster, who played for Sydney United, Avala FC and
Marconi, three of the most prominent clubs of the West,
remarked, “the unified support for the Wanderers was
due, in part, to the fact that they had been denied a club
for so long.”

The A-League, Australia’s first fully professional football
league, launched in 2005 with a ‘one city, one club’
philosophy, which intended to give the original A-League
clubs exclusivity within their city for the purpose of
being able to create an identity in the local community.
In essence, this meant that for a period of five years, no
other Sydney based club could be launched to compete
with the Moore Park based Sydney FC.
Craig Foster, chief football analyst of SBS, was always a
vocal opponent of the ‘one city, one club’ philosophy. In
the late 90s, he helped conduct research on behalf of the
Professional Footballers’ Association into the viability of
a professional league.
Foster’s research revealed a need for three separate
professional football clubs in Sydney. However, Australia’s
largest metropolis was only granted one club.
The result was a disenfranchised West who felt that
their extensive footballing history was being ignored by
the placement of the lone Sydney club in the Eastern
Suburbs. This was compounded by fluctuating support
from the East, as Sydney FC did not take advantage of
their exclusivity rights within the city to forge an identity
within their region.

It is a sentiment also echoed by the Chief Executive Officer
of the Western Sydney Wanderers, John Tsatsimas.

“Sydney is an iconic city and we aim to be big, iconic and
ambitious to match our city,” says Pignata.

“Prior to the club’s inception we had several community
forums in an attempt to integrate the community as
soon as possible and we have continued to make that our
priority,” says Tsatsimas.

In September 2012, as the Wanderers prepared to play
their first ever game, Sydney FC announced the signing of
Italian global superstar Alessando Del Piero.
The Wanderers, by contrast, turned down the signing of
Michael Ballack (an international superstar on the level
of Del Piero) in favour of Shinji Ono. Notably, Ono does
not carry the same commercial appeal that Del Piero, or
indeed Ballack, possesses. At the time, Tony Popovic, coach
of the Wanderers, insisted that Ono fit the team better.

“No one expected the Wanderers to succeed immediately.
The people of Western Sydney are a passionate people.
Their region has been a region of ‘have nots’, and the club
is a beacon.”
As representatives of the two distinctly different regions,
the tensions between these two clubs stems most
prominently from a long held view that the Sydney FC
are the glamour club of the A-League. Their focus on
international signings and collection of big sporting
names has earned them the name ‘Bling FC.’

This is, perhaps, a move most indicative of the Wanderers’
approach. Rather than signing international players for
their commercial benefits, Tsatsimas explicitly states that
“when we are looking at players to recruit, our priority is
a player from Western Sydney.”

However, Tony Pignata, Chief Executive Officer of Sydney
FC, insists that “we are not really about that to be honest,
we are the same as any other A-League Club.”

“It was always going to be a club for the people of Western
Sydney, that was a non-negotiable,” says Tsatsimas.
According to Foster, “the ability of a club to identify with
its community is down to how well the club understands
its community. The identity of Sydney FC is, and should
be, different to that of the Western Sydney Wanderers.”
To the respective fans, the Wanderers will always be the
beacon of the West and Sydney FC will always be the icon
of the city. Three times a year these regional symbols will
clash and the microcosm that is the Sydney Derby will be
thrust onto centre stage, reminding us all that, at its core,
our city is a vast melting pot of regional cultures.

The expiration of Sydney FC’s exclusivity agreement
in the city in April 2012, led to the decision by Football
Federation Australia (FFA) to launch a second Sydney
team based in the West. After failing to secure private
ownership, the FFA assumed control of the Wanderers
through the partial aid of a government grant.
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THE RISE
OF THE
SMALL PENIS
MOVEMENT
WORDS BY WHITNEY DUAN
IMAGE BY JUSTINE LANDIS-HANLEY

In an age where the Internet hides nothing, and pop
culture constantly bombards us with erotic images, our
hyper-sexualised society is simultaneously fixated on
genitalia. The multi-billion-dollar pornography industry
shares a large part of the blame. Research presented at the
2014 Sexual Health Conference in Sydney found amongst
Australian 15 to 29-year-olds, more than 70 per cent had
viewed pornographic material, 14 being the average age
of first exposure. But the forms they are exposed to
create unrealistic sexual ideals. Penises in the porn
industry measure an estimated average of 8 inches
erect, with little to no pubic hair. Meanwhile, the
average Australian penis measures 6.2 inches,
and 150,000 “male enhancement” procedures are
performed annually.

In the meantime, to deal with his gender dysphoria, Tom
sometimes wears packers (penis-mimicking padding) and
finds three to five inches a comfortable size. “I don’t need
some 8-inch wonder to feel like I’m a boy. I don’t need
a penis to have my identity validated. Having a penis,
however, would be pretty great.”

“I’d get into bed with my boxers on and
only take them off under the covers.”

Ant Smith, by comparison, has a four-inch penis,
and has only recently (at 47), come to terms with his size.
He admits he was deeply ashamed of his under-average
sized penis as an adolescent. “Without thinking why, I’d go
to great lengths to avoid being seen naked,” Smith recalls.
“When being intimate I’d get into bed with my boxers on
and only take them off under the covers.”

While fundamentally penis size anxiety is an issue
concerned with body-image, the stigma and shame
around genitalia has significantly curtailed any discussion
around penis diversity. According to Smith, this lack
of dialogue is at the heart of the problem. “I believe
that ultimately shame thrives in darkness, in isolation,
in secrecy,” he says. “If we were open and honest with
ourselves we would simply laugh at the ludicrous bulges
the media photoshops into their underwear adverts.”

Due to the lack of reliable information, online forums and
sites such as Reddit and Yahoo Answers are flooded with
questions, which frequently result in misinformation
and bullying rather than answers. Often, these comment
threads leave readers feeling an even greater obligation to
“enhance” their penises to prove their masculinity.

Ant Smith has a small penis and he’s proud of
it. In fact, he’s started a small penis acceptance
movement. “I have a tiny cock, like a crooked little
finger,” he writes in his poem, Shorty. “Everyone
else’s dick is inevitably bigger.”
Large penises are associated with masculinity, power and
social status, despite there being little research to prove
the connection. The very words we use to speak about
penises, like “manhood”, “tool” and “womaniser”, seem to
enforce a misguided perception that big penises are some
kind of measure of manliness.

Indeed, Smith’s small penis acceptance movement
has centered on public artistic expressions as a way of
dissolving penis anxiety, beginning with Smith’s first
performance of Shorty, a humorous poem declaring his
experiences with four inches. “Comedy is a cure,” Smith
says. Having a small penis is a funny situation, he admits,
telling of times when it inverts in the cold. Yet while his
humour makes light of small dicks, it is non-judgmental,
and doesn’t participate in measuring masculinity in sizes.
“Please don’t stop enjoying a good laugh at my little willy…
Just be careful not to imply it makes me less of a man.”

The pressure can be even greater for People of Colour,
who must also contend with racial stereotypes concerning
penis size. Black penises are generally assumed to be
the largest, while Asians are expected to be small and
therefore undesirable. This sexual racism is perpetuated
by pseudo-scientific studies which affirm some of these
stereotypes without addressing important variables such
as body types, climate and genetics.

Interestingly, in the philosophy of Smith’s movement, size
does matter, just not in the way we think it does. While
debunking the myth “bigger is better”, Smith notes that
genuinely preferring a size to another isn’t a crime, but
a matter of compatibility, which comes with acceptance.
“Honesty matters above all else. Nothing can, or should be
done to change what you have been dealt.” Smith shares
this honesty with his wife, to whom he strongly attributes
his penis acceptance. “Because my wife loves my penis I
had no choice but to learn to love it myself. The whole
world could sneer at me for having a small penis if it
wants to. I don’t care because it delights my wife and that
delights me. I could not have got here without her.”

Tom*, however, feels a penis isn’t integral to masculinity at
all. A transgender man, he is considering ‘bottom’ surgery,
but states his identity shouldn’t be defined by genitalia at
all. Assigned female at birth, Tom has personal reasons
for wanting one, but differentiates these from adhering
to society’s gender norms. “I don’t agree with the way
society deals with gender at all… having traditional male
genitalia is important for me, however, that doesn’t mean
I’m not going to identify as male until I gain a penis. I’m a
boy. I don’t need to be defined by my junk.”

*Names have been changed
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An ode to
the Elvis man
of KIng Street

focused somewhere in the middle-distance, immersed in
a far-off train of thought. After he’d passed and his music
had ebbed into the distance, the street returned again to
its business as if it had been momentarily entranced.
“It’s rude to stare,” snapped a woman who had caught
my gaze.
The route of my usual walk began from the southern end
of King Street and took me northeast in the direction of
Glebe, arriving at Blackwattle Bay. As he approached in
the distance that afternoon, I tried to make out his face
behind his large, wrap-around sunglasses. An Australian
flag protruding from behind his seat flapped behind
him in the wind and a figurine of The King affixed to the
front of his vehicle raised an arm, as if in salute. The sun
bore down in a dull heat, Newtown’s streets jammed with
people. A toddler swayed, grinning, to the dancing busker
outside the station.

WORDS By Douglas Edgar
The decision to spend the afternoon outdoors one
sweltering Saturday in early January came after almost
a week of steady rain. Walking in Newtown is a pleasure
in the summertime, when lines of people begin to wind
around the corners of ice-cream shops and dogs chase
cars with the renewed optimism of a new year. I can
recall the first time I saw the Elvis man because it was
the same day my watch stopped. At fifteen minutes past
noon its hands froze, as if to give up.

We’re caught in a trap, I can’t walk out. Because I love
you too much, baby. Why can’t you see what you’re doing
to me.

The legend of the Elvis man, a grizzled figure that was by
some accounts a crazed Vietnam vet, by others a broken
old man, was familiar in its caricature. He was known
primarily by his favourite music, which could be heard

Two policemen sat astutely atop horses at the mouth
of Australia Street while a drunk lurched from a hotel
opposite.

blaring from the speakers mounted precariously on the
front and rear of his crimson mobility scooter as it hurtled
from one end of King Street to the other – sometimes even

When you don’t believe a word I say. We can’t go on together,
with suspicious minds.

further afield into the city.
Most evenings, the unmistakable strains of ‘Don’t Be

The song grew closer and more pronounced until it
drowned out everything else. People stopped to watch,
but the Elvis man barely noticed, his saddled figure
disappearing around a corner.

Cruel’ or ‘It’s Now or Never’ carried over the breeze from
the fork at Enmore Road. In his old age, he’d lost the ability
of his legs, but found a simpler pleasure in remembering
the music of his youth.

***

The first time I saw him, the Elvis man stopped to speak to

I can recall the first time I saw the Elvis man because it
was the same day my watch stopped. The watch wasn’t
in any way valuable to me, sentimentally or otherwise. It
was just another artefact. It had come to me somehow two
years before, and I had worn it ever since. That afternoon
by the shallows of the Bay, I looked down at it. Fifteen
minutes past noon.

no one. He swept by, along one street or another towards
the city, weaving between bemused pedestrians, not to
return until late that night. He was completely absorbed
in his own world, and for a fleeting moment, it occurred
to me that only I could see him – that he was somehow
only in my imagination.
It wasn’t long, though, before it was clear that other

Most Saturdays since, I have made my usual pilgrimage
through Newtown’s streets to Blackwattle Bay. Even now,
as Summer has become Autumn, which has become
Winter, the Elvis man still makes his trips up and down
King Street. Still I stop when I hear his music, and still I
watch as he sails past.

people felt his presence, and he was even well loved in
the neighbourhood. They laughed and pointed at the
sight of him accelerating up the footpath. Children ran
after him while parents shook their heads in amazement
as he sped past. At crossings where he did stop, ‘Hound
Dog’ roaring over the traffic, curious onlookers gathered
around, tapping their feet and stifling a grin. Some even
cheered. The Elvis man hardly noticed though, his gaze
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Vox Pops

BULL | CAMPUS FASHION

What’s your best pick up
line for making friends
in first year?

Isabelle Comber
MECO IV
Erika Nguyen

I didn’t have any
friends in first year.

LAW III
I like your hair. Can
I touch it?

Kevin Gatdula | Commerce Science
(Advanced) III

Alexandra Banks | MECO III

SOPHIE GILES | MECO III

Sunglasses: Tommy Hilfiger Tee:
Gucci Shorts: Lowes Shoes: Vintage

Jumper: Acne studios Jeans: Rag
and Bone Bag: Comme des Garçon
Homme plus Shoes: Nike

Top: Market in Europe Skirt: Mum’s
Ann Taylor Shoes: Birkenstocks

Where did you go this summer?
USA – summer school program in LA.

Where did you go this summer?
Japan – on exchange in Tokyo.

Where did you go this summer?
Cambodia – I’m in Phnom Penh.

Why did you choose those items of
clothing? We were hiking around
the Hollywood sign, so I wasn’t about
to put on a suit or flip-flops.

Why did you choose those
items of clothing? Wearing that
jumper because it was three degrees
outside.

Most hated fashion trend in the
country you travelled to? I hate
the little tiny dogs everyone walks
around with in LA. One day I will
put one in a hot dog bun and eat it.

Most hated fashion trend in the
country you travelled to? Nothing.
There are some weird trends in
Tokyo but they’re hard to hate.

Why did you choose those items
of clothing? I’m a volunteer teacher
in Phnom Penh, taking grade two
English classes at an NGO school
(Borei Keila). It’s important that
what I wear respects the culture and
the professional environment.

Michael Dwyer
MECO IV
Have you done
the readings?

To fashionable law students,
Can someone tell me where I can see Margaret Zhang
in person?

I’m not a stalker
but…

In love
To the girl in the knitted pants and matching jumper,
I wish I’d spoken to you three years ago. I would have
hibernated in your woolly goodness through the lonely
winters.

To the mouth-frothing lecturer,
I saw you fake a seizure just to let the nearby smoker
know he was taking your air.
000

What is your favourite look
for 2015? I think the Bintang Bali
shirt is coming back in a big way.
I ordered 20 off eBay last week.
Top tips for dressing for uni this
summer? Don’t.

What is your favourite look for
2015? All the clothes I’m bringing
home from Japan. Also Birkenstocks.
Top tips for dressing for uni this
semester? Don’t check your outfit
out in the glass reflections on
Eastern Ave. Everyone knows what
you’re doing.

Most hated fashion trend in the
country you travelled to? Hated
fashion trend here is velour tracksuit
tops. It’s so hot for velour! But the
kids still look adorable in them.
What is your favourite look
for 2015? I’m hoping summer
dresses make a comeback because
while I love jumpsuits, I’m a bit
tired of the search for dresses that
are just dresses.

Bear cub

To people who hate smokers,
Stop treating me like a leper. I’m just making a life choice.

To the lady who works at Thai La Ong 2,
Your dishes spice up my heart and make my eyes water.

I hear you coughing

La-Onging 2 hold you

To the first year with the black backpack,
I saw the ibis ravage through your lunch and did nothing.

To the cute barista at Courtyard who served me
my drink,
Where you from
You sexy thing.

Spitefully Yours

Hot Chocolate Lover

Send your anonymous love confessions, rants
and sightings to editors@bullmag.com.au
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BEACH FASHION
Rebecca Karpin, Emily Shen & Katie Stow
Beach fashion is back in season
and the pressure to maintain that
effortlessly adorable just-took-a-dipin-the-ocean-and-now-im-off-to-doyoga-on-the-beach-whilst-clutchinga-dairy-free-gluten-free-taste-freegreen-juice look has definitely

ramped up this year. Celebs like our
favourite badgirl Riri manage to
sass up their soggy hair with a classy
hat, and figure out how to a) wear
body jewellery on the beach and b)
not lose it in the ocean. So how do
you achieve this Instagram-worthy,
celebrity level of hotness on the
beaches this summer? We suggest
arming yourself with a team of
stylists, make-up artists and an army
39

of hairdressers, because, darling,
being that good looking on a windy,
salty, sandy beach is IMPOSSIBLE.
So, stick it to the elements – slap on
some sunscreen, tame your hair into
a top knot, and chuck on your old
swimmers that are a little bit droopy
but make your waist look hella fine,
and frolick to your heart’s content.

BULL | STEER THE HERD

TWENTYWORST
SEASON

Some, of course, will consider this a rather grumpy view
to take of a birthday party, but this is no regular birthday
party. All manner of cousins will file out of the woodwork
to pose awkwardly in a photo booth you hired for a couple
of hundred dollars. And someone will inevitably not
dress to the code inscribed on the sacred tablet you sent
in glittery envelopes two months ago (you even paid for
a stamp).

WORDS BY Alexandra Moore
The ‘21st Season’, much like the familiar ‘wedding
season’ of the later twenties and early thirties, is
characterised by an endless stream of parties, mingling
with people we don’t really know, and spending copious
amounts of money simply to show up at an acceptable
standard and watch a Power Point presentation timed
with pained precision to Katie Perry’s ‘Firework’.

Or should you have opted for a casual facebook invite?

There is something rather unnecessary about all this fuss.
A 21st birthday in this country entitles an individual to
no more legal or social rights and standing than they
already gained when they celebrated their 18th birthday.

Should you bring a gift
if you’re not close friends?

Coming of age is generally marked by legal majority,
which is attained at 18 in this country. An 18-year-old
can buy and drink alcohol, get married without parental
consent, sign contracts, and perhaps most importantly,
vote.

And don’t even get me started on the gift-to-attendance
ratio. Should you bring a gift if you’re not close friends?
What even is a close friend? You’ve been invited to this
important event so you must be important, therefore not
bringing a gift would be an affront. But if I pay for my
dinner, is my presence my present?

What exactly is gained by turning 21 besides a throwback
to a time when you had to be 21 to do these things?
The question is really one of tradition. But should we
continue these practices?

Or have you just been invited to prop up numbers in a
large venue and the birthday person’s ego? (Cue forced
laughing at awkward baby photos).
Either way, is there any point to all of this? We’ve already
inherited all the legal and social burdens of adulthood.
Why should we continue to pretend otherwise?
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I’M sick
of female
super heroes
wearing
high heels
to work
WORDS BY Anna Kennedy

There are a lot more kickass female
characters in movies these days.
They are intelligent, resourceful,
independent and...utterly impractical.
Every single one of these female
action heroes wears high heels to
fight in. I mean, kudos to them for
all the extra training it must have
required, but if they do this for a
living, why would they be wearing
heels at all? I will ignore the fact that
they can slaughter ten bad guys with
their lipstick still perfectly in place –
this is Hollywood after all.
But put it this way, wearing heels to a
fight seems to me about as useful and

logical as wearing thongs. Can you
imagine how many bones you could
break jumping off a roof and trying
to land in five inch heels? No sensible
superhero would allow it. This is a
choice designed solely to make the
character look sexier, and frankly,
that is fucking pathetic. Superman
looks pretty damn attractive saving
the world, and he’s allowed to do it in
practical footwear!
I’m sorry, but unless their stilettos
can stab people, I won’t stand for
any of this prehistoric, patriarchal,
double-standard bullshit.

Clara Nguyen always puts the item in the
bagging area

Tom Joyner just couldn’t put down that
copy of Take 5

If there’s one thing I pride above
all on my weekly grocery shop, it’s
freedom. Freedom to scan what I
want, and in whatever order I please
at the checkout. I’m tired of bored
and disinterested staff bagging the
milk with the shampoo and the
cheese with the cauliflower. Dairy
sticks together, damn it!

Going through the checkout at the
supermarket is like a relaxing deeptissue massage – you don’t need to
do anything, and you feel completely
cleansed afterwards.

SELF SERVICE
VS

CHECKOUT

The self-serve is also an introvert’s
dream come true. I don’t want to have
to look anybody in the eye and ask
them if I can put those four jumbo
tubs of Nutella on Eftpos!

I’ve always been fascinated by queues
of all sorts. For those who prefer a
little less “doing” and a little more
“thinking”, the checkout is the perfect
place. Enjoy a mid-morning Snickers
and nervously eye off the tantrum
unfolding in the snackfood aisle.
But really it’s all in the human
touch. After all these years as a loyal
checkout customer, I’d like to think
that I can now call these people my
friends. Whether it’s Katherine or
Hassan, or even Marcus, each person
lends their own personality to the job
of checkout operator – a friendly chat
about the weather or maybe even a
cheeky tip on the weekend sports.

Grocery shopping is an intensely
private exercise. The self-serve allows
me to quickly place on the bagging
area those sensitive items, like antidandruff spray shielded from prying
eyes by a fort of Weet-Bix boxes.
Ultimately, we all know that we
don’t go to Coles to make friends. If I
wanted to do that, I’d go to a pub or a
casino, where at least socialising can
be lubricated with beer, rather than
awkward small talk about petrol
prices and the weather. I’m calling
it – the self-serve is the greatest
supermarket invention since the
shopping trolley.

In the future, when heartless robots
enslave humanity, they’ll look back
to when it all started with the selfserve. “That’s the moment we should
have realised,” they’ll say. That’s
when we should have realised that a
machine can never do a human’s job.
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Give yourself an edge in the
graduate job market.
Become a Student Affiliate today.
Becoming a Student Affiliate of Chartered Accountants Australia
and New Zealand isn’t just the first step on your journey to becoming
a Chartered Accountant - it’s a great way to show potential
employers that you’re serious about a career in business.
You’ll also have access to:
• career tips and job advice

STUDYING
ARTS THIS
YEAR?

• nationwide employment events where you can meet and
seek guidance from top employers and industry leaders
• advice from young Chartered Accountants about the steps
they have taken to achieve career success
• online networks of other aspiring business professionals
through our facebook page and LinkedIn
• employers offering vacation and graduate positions
• the Employment Guide App – a directory of hundreds
of employer profiles, including accounting and finance
positions (from vacation to graduate roles)
• job opportunities and mentoring programs.

GET CAREER READY
Sign up today to WIN your share
of a $20,000 prize pool.
All students who become a Student Affiliate of Chartered Accountants ANZ
in 2015 will go in the draw to win their share of a monthly prize pool.

FACULTY OF
ARTS AND SOCIAL
SCIENCES

Prizes include GoPros, Fitbits, travel vouchers, double movie passes and
much more. Head to charteredaccountantsanz.com/students/affiliate
today for more details and for full competition terms and conditions.
Like us on Facebook for the latest updates and free events:
facebook.com/charteredaccountants
Check out what life is really like for a Chartered Accountant
in our video series and access our other free resources:
youtube.com/mycareerpathway

YOU UNLIMITED
charteredaccountantsanz.com/students
Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand ABN 50 084 642 571 (CA ANZ). 0215–1
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REVIEWS

CLASSIC COUNTDOWN:
Songs sung by cartoon animals

5

The Gummy Bear Song,
Gummibär (2007)

Falling into the ‘post-Crazy Frog’ era of
the genre, the Gummy Bear Song was
the ringtone every Year 7 worth their salt
had pumping from their Motorola Razr.

4

The Chipmunk Song (Christmas
Don’t be Late), Alvin and the
Chipmunks (1958)

3

Opposites Attract, MC Skat Kat
(and, in a totally secondary
capacity, Paula Abdul) (1988)

Their friends are saying it ain’t gonna
last, ‘cause she moves slowly and, baby,
he’s fast (also because he’s a cat and that’s
illegal), but this 80s classic – inspired by
Gene Kelly’s dance duet with Jerry Mouse
in Anchors Aweigh, no less – is still great
a quarter of a century on.

2

Axel F, Crazy Frog (2005)

While the Crazy Frog also released
innovative remixes of ‘Popcorn’ and ‘We
Are The Champions’ (as well as an entire
Christmas record), his first song remains
his best.

1

The Hampster Dance, Hampton
the Hamster (2000)

Dee-bee-dee-ba-dee-bee-doe-doe, deeba-dee-bee-doe! Dee-bee-bee-di-dadiddle-i-dee-diddle-diddle-diddle-eedoe. Now it’s in your head for the next
week. You’re welcome.
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SEE:

STILL ALICE
Wash Westmoreland,
Richard Glatzer

INTO THE WOODS
ROB MARSHALL

For those who have not personally witnessed the decay of
coherence and dignity associated with Alzheimer’s, Still
Alice reminds us that senescence and looming mortality
are not a shameful tyranny of human existence, but a
process to find closure with what we’ve made of our lives.

Where are they now?
Heli Simpson, a.k.a. Veronica DiAngelo –
The Saddle Club (2001-2003)

The original cartoon pop stars, The
Chipmunks, were born when American
entertainer David Seville discovered he
could make his voice sound funny when
he played back his tape recorder at high
speed. Fun fact: this song won three
Grammy Awards, which is three more
than Snoop Dogg has.

WAT C H :

Villainess of your tween nightmares,
Heli Simpson played rich bitch Veronica
DiAngelo on The Saddle Club.
After graduating high school with an
ATAR of 99.95 (and a bronze medal at
the International Biology Olympiad in
Beijing), Heli studied medicine at the
University of Melbourne. She is now a
doctor at Mercy Hospital for Women
in Melbourne.

Benedict Cumberbatch. Once just the
nerdy androromantic’s Ryan Gosling,
with his tour of the awards show circuit
Cumberbatch has hit the mainstream.

Going Down:
#cleaneating. Throw out your (probably
toxic) kale, folks: it’s all about #dirtyeating
this year. See you at Mary’s for some
chicken and the Cheez.
Our bank balances. Why, yes, we would
love to spend $500 on textbooks we will
open once before realising all of the
information they contain is a Google
search away.

Featuring an all-star cast that includes Meryl Streep and
Johnny Depp, this musical seemed likely to be one of
Disney’s greatest films yet. Unfortunately, such acclaim
seems highly unwarranted.

Set with the New Yorkiest of families ( Julianne Moore
plays a Columbia professor, Alec Baldwin is her professor
husband, Kristen Stewart is their commuting daughter,
struggling to act in LA), the film documents the humdrum
idiosyncrasies of sibling rivalries, domestic tension and
all the normalities of ‘life’ that ripple away, as a fast-aging
disease morphs into a ticking time bomb.

At the root of this movie’s problem was a confusing
storyline. Intertwining more than four different fairy
tales, Into the Woods seemed to be a film made to cater to
Hollywood names and ample screen time befitting their
celebrity status, rather than to the viewing pleasure of
the audience.

The cinematography is rather clinical. With the
straightforward narrative and mechanically aspirational
middle-class characters, the film can feel glib. The
references to iPhones and Skype appear to be throwaway
evidences of setting, rather than meaningful commentary
on modern technology intersecting with the disease.

A lengthy screen time was unable to do justice to
the different storylines. The ending left questions
unanswered, problems unresolved, and the audience
feeling unsatisfied.

Bernadette Anvia

Damien Choy
READ:

Going up:
ALDI wine. After it took out three of the
top awards at the Sydney International
Wine Competition late last year, bringing
a $6.99 tipple to dinner now makes you a
classy bastard.

Disney’s new Into the Woods stands as a testament to
the timelessness of the old adage: too many cooks spoil
the broth.

READ:

YES PLEASE
AMY POEHLER

WILD
CHERYL STRAYED

The ‘celebrity feminist autobiography’ genre was
crowded this summer, but despite a hyped offering from
Lena Dunham, Parks and Recreation star Amy Poehler
ultimately delivered the goods.

Cheryl Strayed’s Wild (the memoir that inspired the Oscarnominated film) is a book about a white woman going
back to nature to find herself. Unsurprisingly, based on
that synopsis, I went in with extremely low expectations.

If you expect Yes Please to simply be a glossier version of
her Golden Globes co-host Tina Fey’s Bossypants, prepare
to be pleasantly surprised. While its production value is
certainly higher (there are full gloss ‘character’ photos
of Poehler throughout), the content is also much more
engaging, with guest chapters (the story of her child’s
birth from the perspective of SNL colleague Seth Meyers
is a highlight) and content ranging from annotated scripts
of Parks and Rec to acrostic poems.

These expectations were promptly shattered, because Wild
is a masterpiece. It’s a compelling, well-written, no-bullshit
account of fucking up and surviving. Strayed’s return to
nature is free from tacky moments of forced spirituality.
In the opening paragraph, Strayed accidentally drops
one of her boots off the side of a mountain, panics, then
decides not to half-ass it and throws the other one as well.
The book’s tragedy is dealt with as bluntly as its humour.
There are no platitudes; Strayed faces divorce, addiction
and the death of her mother unflinchingly, taking full
responsibility for her mistakes. It makes for a brutal kind
of healing, and a captivating read.

The book mixes traditional autobiography with sound
advice, underpinned by Poehler’s choice-driven mantra:
“Good for her, not for me.” Which sort of makes writing
this review redundant, hey?

Sam Langford

MARY WARD
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B U L L | club confidential

KYLIE MILLAR
WORDS BY Ashley Chegwyn
insult my cooking
again and i will
literally end you

Not many people think good health and decadent desserts
have much in common. But Kylie Millar would beg
to differ.
Growing up, Millar was devoted to all things sport.
However, food also played a major role in her life. Time
spent cooking with her grandmother came to spark in
Millar an intense love for food.

SUDS Presents:

taking a break from family drama

Dinner and
a Show

In 2006, Millar was forced to choose between a career in
sport or food. Choosing the former, Millar enrolled in a
Bachelor of Exercise Science at the University of Sydney.

that feeling when you steal the last
piece of chicken…

“It was either going into the kitchen, or into sports,” says
Millar. “Going into the sports side of things drew me more
at that point.”
Although she enjoyed her time at university, Millar’s
passion for food never left her. In semester breaks, Millar
travelled to cultivate her knowledge of foreign cuisine.

opportunities to cook in various commercial kitchens,
including Burch & Purchese in Melbourne.
“That was incredible. [It] taught me a lot of things about
cooking,” said Millar.

It was during a conversation about the food she had
eaten on a recent trip to Italy that her sister encouraged
her to apply for MasterChef Australia in 2012. After that,
the decision to put an indefinite pause on her Masters of
Physiotherapy was made quite easily.

waiting for dessert

I used to think Club Confidential was about nightclubs.
You can imagine my confusion, then, when asked to write
about SUDS Presents: Dinner and A Show for this very
section. My confusion increased once I arrived to discover
that I’d stumbled in on an awkward family dinner instead
of the play I’d expected.

The experience was awkward, dramatic, and nearly
indistinguishable from the torture that is a regular family
dinner. In fact, I wondered for a minute why I bothered
trekking out to campus at all. Then I came to my senses,
and realised that it was for the incredible acting.
Some of SUDS’s most experienced cast and crew were
involved in this production, as well as some promising new
talent. The script, by Charlie O’Grady and Nicky Cayless,
was utterly incisive. The combination of these factors was
a show that dealt with issues from sibling bickering to the
stress of coming out with skill and lucid accuracy.

Okay, it was still technically a play. That said, Dinner and
a Show pushed interactive theatre into uncomfortably
real territory, with cast and audience sharing a meal as
the drama unfolded. Seated around a massive dining
table, characters made clumsy small talk with me while
I hid behind my iceberg lettuce and tried to gracefully
swallow big mouthfuls of (surprisingly delicious) food.
Later, I found myself trying to sip water casually while a
deceivingly well-acted family drama went down.

WORDS BY William Edwards
images BY Julia Robertson
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Currently, Millar is working in the pastry section of Pei
Modern. Despite being knee deep in dough, she still puts
into practice the knowledge she acquired at uni.

“My mum wasn’t too keen on me stopping it,” says Millar.
“But I made a deal with her. I couldn’t promise her
that I would go into physiotherapy, but I would finish
my Masters.”

“I always try to find a healthier option with recipes,”
said Millar. “I also try to use ergonomics, by helping
chefs with their stance or by adjusting the height of the
adjustable benches.”

Since placing sixth on Masterchef and completing her
degrees as promised, Millar has received a number of

Well Kylie, if you create a healthy recipe for double fudge
chocolate cake, please let us know.

Kenneth Hui

President OF SUAnime
Why should we join your club?
Whether enjoying drinks or proving
your knowledge in our Trivia Nights,
we have something for everyone! We
also collaborate with other university
anime clubs as part of AnimeSydney.
What upcoming events should we
pencil in to our diary?
We always hold an Orientation City
Tour after OWeek, karaoke and a
barbeque. We have major events with
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AnimeSydney, including a possible
camp, so stay tuned!
When does your club meet?
We generally have 2 events a week,
and events throughout semester. We
also meet during semester breaks.
How can we get involved?
You can join us at OWeek or any of
our events – just ask my exec team
and they’ll sort you out!

BULL | UDDER BULLSHIT
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DEFINITELY 100% NOT FAKE TWEETS

Adventures of Akabakahead
Julia Zhu Wei

Now hiring!

happy straya day everyone! you can really
hear my #aussiepride in my music

Welcome to North Newtown, a private college on
the edge of the hustle and bustle of Sydney’s CBD!
Whether you’re here for practical training in a trade
like Philosophy, or just to hang about the cafes until
you graduate from your Bachelor of Arts majoring in
Marriage, we hope you enjoy your study with us.

FOOD AND DRINK
You could toddle over to the Law Lawns at lunch with the
sandwich your mum packed you this morning, but let’s be
real - if your dad is paying (read: arranging a scholarship
for) a $60,000 education, he surely won’t mind shelling
out $10/day for a sandwich at Taste.

E NTR Y S C OR E S
Achieving the requisite mark is somewhat of a loose
requirement here at North Newtown. There are, however,
some other things we look at when deciding who is right
for our special community, namely, how much your family
earns, and whether your father is the Prime Minister.

Good morning! Today’s news here:
http://www.buzzfeed.com/news

G E T I N V O LV E D

Note: if you came here through the ATAR system, it is
common practice to have your Year 12 mark tattooed
on your forehead, and to mention it at all available
opportunities.

GETTING HERE
We’re located in Sydney’s wild, wild inner west, but don’t
be afraid! It will take your driver less than 20 minutes to
drive here from Vaucluse (or Kirribilli House!) off-peak.

Fancy yourself a star? Impatient to get your shot at
revitalising Macbeth for the 21st Century? Like to boast of
your acting talent to anyone and everyone who’ll listen?
Sydney University Dramatic Society has some drama for
you, friend.

Sorry, wrong account.

Or maybe you have bottomless pockets (duh), a privateschool education (why are we even asking this?), and
a proven track record of alienating everyone you love
through constant argument? Good – the Debating Society
is taking applications. Applicants need only sign their
soul away to apply.

Kevern fix ebowler give Kevern needle

If you’re into skiing, snowboarding, or other assorted
expensive winter sports, sadly there’s no society for that
here just yet. We hear SubSki does throw great parties,
though.

LIVING ON CAMPUS
But if all that travel seems incredibly draining, we do have
fortresses where our students can live close enough to
harbour delusions of actually attending classes, but away
from any interactions with the plebeian hipster locals.
Our colleges are prestigious, classy, and their parties
always make the papers.

STUDENT POLITICS
Worried wearing one of your Camilla kaftans down
Eastern Ave might be a bit too much? No worries, just
grab a garishly bright polyester t-shirt and you’ll fit right
in. To complete the look, consider approaching random
strangers and attempting to forcibly compel them to care
about student politics and/or Jesus.

YOUR CLASSES
Insert legitimate academic advice here.

VCSpencey1962
@VCSpencey1962

Hey @NiallHoran any chance of a birthday
RT? #followmeniall #birthdaywishes
#directioner4lyf @OneDirection @SimonCowell

STUDENT JOURNALISM
And that brings us to… us. We’re one publication in North
Newtown’s group of ‘student media’. Your journos on
campus are on pretty similar salaries to their real world
counterparts, so quality is guaranteed.
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I need #meninism bc when some bitch makes
fun of my fedora and I threaten to assault her,
suddenly I’M the bad guy
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BULL | CROSSWORD

A cross

D own

1

Native of Benghazi (6)

1

6

Instrument used to cut hedges (7)

Sri Lankan T20 winning cricket captain in 2014,
well-recognised for his sling bowling action (6)

7

Game in which a pink ball is worth six points (7)

2

Not entirely human (6)

8

Name the country that is home to Universal Islands
of Adventure (7)

3

Capital of Turkey (6)

4

Neil Sedaka song, Is this the way to… (8)

Metric area measurement with its counterpart
imperial measurement being acres (7)

5

Romeo and Juliet character; a young petrarchan lover
and foil for Romeo (8)

6

Australian Government bureau, Department of
Foreign Affairs and… (5)

9

12 10th-largest known object to orbit the Sun (5)
13 Name a woody plant distinguished from a tree by its
multiple stems and shorter height (5)

10 Australian monotremes sometimes known as a spiny
anteaters (8)

14 Name a Soviet politician and diplomat succeeded by
Joseph Stalin (7)

11 Administrative and commercial centre of the Torres
Strait Islands, … Island (8)

18 1968 sci-fi blockbuster, 2001: A Space… (7)

14 Former Manchester United manager, now with Real
Sociedad (5)

19 When packaged food exceeds the use-by date (7)
20 Name the capital city of Venezuela (7)

15 Drank like a dog or cat, for instance (6)

21 Scientist and inventor who favoured large-scale AC
Power supply, contrary to George Westinghouse (6)

16 Name the hard spinose structures that prevent
animals from eating plant material (6)
17 Name the tallest mountain in Antarctica, … Massif (6)

CROSSWORD By BEN SULLIVAN
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future

THE

OF STUDENT LIVING IS ALREADY HERE

Iglu combines super cool design with a fun, friendly place to live.
So if you’re looking for fresh student accommodation in
an unbeatable location, come stay at Iglu.

A GREAT
OFFER FOR
SYDNEY UNI
STUDENTS

LIVE AT IGLU CHATSWOOD THIS YEAR AND GET
1 WEEKS’ FREE RENT + A FREE ACCESS CARD*

Don’t wait. Start living cool today.

iglu.com.au
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* Full terms and conditions apply. Visit iglu.com.au/usuaccess for details.

